BULLYING
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAl_eW7L_w8 (Video in Youtube)
Characters :
Teacher

:

Tonet

Bullied child

:

Kim

Classmates

:

Joshua, Cristhy

Playmates

:

Jovelyn, Karen

Canteen boy

:

Junemark

[ Classroom on one side, playmates in the middle.]
(School)
(inside the classroom)
tonet: (writing on the board) take note what I am writing on the board because this is very important .
Kim: What?(facing at the two)
Tonet: What's the problem?
Joshua: (pointing Kim) She is the problem.
Kim :No maam.
Tonet: (facing and pointing kim)You again? Oh don't say any word.You always disturb my class,say any
word and you cant come back in my class.
Kim: (raising her hand) But maam.
Tonet: please keep quiet. Just write down what I am writing on the board because its your homework.
Kim: (facing Joshua) What's your problem?
Joshua: You are the problem.
Tonet: okay. That's enough. Now you should copy what I am writing on the board because I am
expecting your homework tomorrow.
Cristhy: Yes maam.
Tonet: Class dismiss.
Cristhy: Thank you maam. Hey girl! Can you make our assignment?!( lend the paper to Kim)
Joshua: Yes, make our assignment.
Kim: Why me?
Joshua: because you are fat..(laughing with friend)
Kim : I will not do your assignment.
Cristhy: If you will not do our assignment tomorrow you'll dead.
Kim: You're too bad.

( playground)
Kim: Now I am free from school,so I will go to play with my friends.
Can I join?
Jovelyn: No,We don't want to play with you.
Kim: But I just want to join with you.
Jovelyn: oh! Look at yourself.You're so messy,ugly.
Karen: Fatty,piggy,freak
Jovelyn: And your smell is so bad.
Both: eeewww!!!!

(Canteen)
Junemark: Coca Cola......
ohh girl !! why are you crying?
Kim: My friends don't like me.
Junemark: Come friend ,come with with me..(walking with Kim)
(grab the bottle of coke from Kim)
Kim: No that's mine.
Junemark : No
Kim: Give it back to me.
Junemark: You should diet.( laughing)

	
  

